The Last 10 Days of Ramadan

Subhan’Allah, the blessed days of the month of Ramadan are almost over. Insha’Allah you have all been able to benefit from this magnificent month of fasting by increasing your prayers, your charity, your recitation of the Qur'an, your donations and your service to others. Focus on the last days by increasing your ibadaat and good deeds.

Alhamdulillah, we should all be thankful to Allah (SWT) for providing us with the opportunity to benefit from the rewards of this blessed month.

The ISM has arranged a variety of programs at our Masajid during the last ten days of Ramadan. Those who wish to observe ‘itikaf are able to do so. However, even if you are not observing ‘itikaf, we will have special nightly programs from the end of Taraweeh until Fajr. There will be special nightly Qiyam prayers and dua’s.

At the main Masjid on South 13th Street, Suhoor will be provided nightly for those who remain overnight for Qiyam.

We hope you take advantage of these opportunities and join us whenever you are available. Please note that no one under 14 will be able to remain overnight unless they have a parent with them. Those who are 14-16 years old must have written permission to remain overnight. The gym will NOT be open during the last 10 nights. We thank you for your cooperation.
The Fiqh of Fasting by Zulfiqar Ali Shah

Eye and ear drops do not break the fast while nose drops/inhalers do. Nasal inhalers go directly to the back of throat. Asthma inhalers do the same and should be avoided even though some jurists have permitted them not knowing their exact ingredients and interactions. All injections which do not go directly to the blood arteries are permitted. Intervenous injections and I.V. fluids do break the fast. Insulin injections do not break the fast. Blood donation nullifies the fast. A small amount of blood drawn for tests does not break fast. Dental cleaning and laser periodontal work does not break fast as long as no water or chemicals go down the throat. Nasal, ear and throat tests do not break the fast. Normal endoscopy, arthrosopy, bronchoscopy, colonoscopy and cystoscopy do not nullify fasting. It breaks the fast if the endoscopy tube contains some additional lubricants or solutions. Blood transfusion, kidney dialysis and chemotherapy nullify fasting. Uterus, uterine and colon tests do not break the fast. Tooth paste, mouthwash and swimming does not break the fast as long as nothing goes down the throat.

Zakat al-Maal should be given during the month of Ramadan to attain additional reward. The extra cash that stays for most of the year after basic necessities is zakatable. Zakat is paid on the rental income of leased properties and the annual profit of businesses. There is no Zakat on 401K plans until one takes full control of the account without any penalties or external interference. Zakat on the entire amount must be paid after the full possession. Zakat should be given on all sorts of jewelry and other precious assets including bonds, shares and diamonds. Zakat can be given to the needy relatives including ones immediate family members such as brothers and sisters. Zakat al-Fitr can only be given to the very poor and needy individuals/families who lack basic necessities of life such as food, and clothing. Zakat al-Fitr is obligatory upon all members of the family including the babies. It is $10 per person this year and should be given before the Eid prayer. Please pay it as soon as possible so that it reaches the deserving families before Eid al-Fitr. May Allah SWT accept it from us and bless us all.

Advertise with ISM Today

- Send your advertisement to ISMToday@ismonline@org
- Include your name, address, email and phone number
- 100% of the money collected from the advertisements are donated to ISM
- Please be aware that we reserve the right to refuse any advertisement
- Payment is billed to you along with a copy of the newsletter
- ISM Today is posted at the ISM Website and printed to the ISM community members
- ISM Today can create an ad for your business for an additional fee
My Very Dear Brothers and Sisters:

Assalamu Alaikum wa’ Rahmat’Allah wa’ Barakatuhu.

May the Blessings of Allah (Subhanahu wa’taala) shower on you and yours in this beautiful month of Ramadan…Ameen!

Alhamdulillah, this Ramadan has been a very busy one for the ISM. We are seeing very large, vibrant crowds at all of our Masajid. To accommodate all those who wish to attend and perform their prayers and other ibadaat, we have hired temporary staff who work in traffic control, security, child care, custodial care and other functions. We want to make sure that you are comfortable visiting the Houses of Allah (SWT) during Ramadan and that your time at the Masajid is meaningful and spiritually uplifting.

I want to remind myself first and then you of one small item: Ramadan is a time to perform self-evaluation. Please focus on how much we can offer to others—the deserving, the needy. Let us ask ourselves, “What more can I do for my community?”

I would also like to thank all of those who have attended our fundraising programs, or who have donated or made pledges to the ISM. I had an opportunity to meet many of you during the fundraising programs and Taraweeh prayers. Our Masajid and our programs and activities would not be possible without the Grace and Blessings of Allah (SWT) and your donations. We ask Allah (SWT) to continue to bless you and your families.

I wish you and all of your loved ones a Happy and Peaceful Eid.

Dr. Iftekhar Khan

Please contact me (414-517-3937 or khani@uwm.edu) if you have any questions or concerns about ISM. I along with the members of the Shura welcome the opportunity to hear from you and we look forward to working together and making the ISM live up to its mission, vision and ideals.

Do you know Dr. Iftekhar Khan?

Dr. Iftekhar Khan recently assumed the presidency of the Islamic Society of Milwaukee following the resignation of Br. Ahmed Quereshi. Br. Ahmed, who served the ISM for many years, has pursued an opportunity with the Muslim Community and Health Center (MCHC). We thank him for his service to the ISM.

Dr. Khan is not new to our community or to the ISM. He has been in the Milwaukee area since 1974. During those early years, the Muslim community was quite small. In fact, since there was no Masjid, some Friday prayers were actually performed in Dr. Khan’s apartment! Along with his wife Kaukab, they raised their two children in the Milwaukee area.

**Dr. Khan was one of the early founders of the Islamic Society of Milwaukee.** While a university student, he was a leader of the Muslim Students’ Association (MSA). Professionally, he is an engineer and a professor at the University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee. At UWM, he also serves as the faculty advisor to the MSA.

Those who know Dr. Khan will attest to the fact that he is a very sincere, honorable, humble and approachable professional who takes his religion and his organizational responsibilities seriously. Dr. Khan is also a very hard worker and a dedicated community leader who has high expectations of himself and others. May Allah bless Dr. Khan and his family and guide him in all his efforts!
Thinking Of Making a Move This Year? Buying or Selling?
Enjoy your new house

Let me answer all your questions and guide you through the process.

Residential * Commercial  Management * Consultation

Ahmed Abubaker
Realtor - Broker - Owner
414-737-3661
E.Mail: info@aabaker.com
Web Site: www.aabaker.com

AA BAKER Realtors
The Key to Your Next Move

ISM TODAY
On Sunday, April 30, 2017, the Islamic Society of Milwaukee held its annual General Assembly meeting. The purpose of the General Assembly meeting is to provide a report about the activities, programs, finances and operations of the ISM to its members. Although the meeting is primarily for ISM members, the meeting has always been open to all community members. (To see how you can become a member of ISM, see box below! We would love to have you as a member!)

Alhamdulillah, the ISM has held a General Assembly meeting every year since it was established nearly four decades ago. This fact reflects the long-term stability, professionalism and transparency of the ISM and the commitment of its members and leaders. May Allah (SWT) bless the ISM and all those who have ever sacrificed their time, efforts, or money for supporting a successful Islamic organization!

This year’s General Assembly meeting was opened by Dr. Iftekhar Khan, the President of the ISM. Those who attended the meeting heard from our three ISM Imams as well as from a number of ISM Shura representatives as they presented information about the programs of the ISM, its activities and accomplishments, and its future plans.

One important component of the annual meeting is the presentation of an extensive financial report. Unlike any other Islamic organization or Masjid in Milwaukee, the ISM shares detailed financial information with its members. **IF YOU DONATE TO AN ORGANIZATION, IT IS YOUR RIGHT TO KNOW EXACTLY HOW AND WHERE YOUR DONATED MONEY IS BEING SPENT!** The financial report was presented by ISM Treasurer Br. Nabil Salous. Br. Nabil also mentioned that the ISM, like other professional organizations, has an annual independent audit conducted by a reputable Certified Public Accounting firm. Br. Nabil mentioned that the auditors have always found that the ISM to be in full compliance with all financial rules and regulations and the ISM has always maintained high standards.

### How to become a member of the ISM

According to the ISM Constitution, there are **two ways** you can become a member.

1. You can pay an annual membership fee. The family membership fee is $100. If you are single, the fee is only $50. It is best to pay the membership fee by February 1.
2. If you donate and pay $500 or more to the ISM, you will automatically become a member the following calendar year.

### Who is new to the ISM Executive Board (Shura)?

During the last ISM Executive Board (Shura) elections, three individuals who had never served on the ISM Board were elected. What is important to note about all three of them is that they have been actively involved with the ISM for many years. They have volunteered a tremendous amount of their time and efforts to improving the ISM. This made them attractive candidates to serve on the ISM Board. We welcome them and the other candidates who have been re-elected to the ISM Board and we ask Allah (SWT) to bless and guide them all.

To replace our old fundraising chairman (he is not very old), Br. Munjed Ahmad (who served his elected terms), was Azmi Alaeddin, a member of the Milwaukee community for nearly 40 years. Br. Azmi is the owner and operator of three prime businesses in downtown Milwaukee. Br. Azmi has many new ideas that he wants to implement as fundraising chair. Ahmad Azzam is also new to the ISM Board. Br. Ahmad works in IT and is the Director of a large investment company located in Milwaukee. Br. Azzam is very passionate about improving the lives of youth in our community. The third new ISM Board member may be new to the Board, but she is not new to the ISM. Sr. Ala Ismail has been actively involved in the ISM for many years. For two years, she was the administrator of the ISM office. As a young professional, Sr. Ala seeks to bring her activism to continue to improve the ISM.

With the addition of Sr. Ala to the ISM Board, the ISM Board now has four sisters: Sr. Inshirah Farhoud, Sr. Zehra Tahir, Sr. Orusa Mozaffar Hassan and Sr. Ala Ismail. We are proud to have sisters involved in the leadership of our organization!
Thank You Donors!

We are pleased to acknowledge the generosity of the following donors who contributed to the Islamic Society of Milwaukee during the blessed month of Ramadan:

(This list includes donations made prior to June 14, 2017)

Abdallah, Fahmi
Abdallah, Nabhan
Abdallah, Nassar N.
Abdeljaber, Jamal and Nisreen
Abdiu, Fisnik
Abdul Jalil, Fouad
Abdul Jalil, Jihad & Mohammad
Abdulal, Ghurdran & Chihab Bilal
Abdulkhadar, Riyas & Shabna
Abu Rajah, Murad A
AbuAin, Mohammad
AbuAwad, Suleiman
AbuBakr, Ahmed & Ream
AbuHusayn, Emad & Ayya
Ademi, Mehmet
Adl, Dima
Afzal, Omer & Nadia Omer
Ahmad, Fuad & Rukhsana
Ahmad, Munjed & Sahar
Ahmad, Omar N & Amina
Ahmad, Reema J
Ahmed, Arshad & Mehreen
Ahmed, Esra
Ahmed, Khalid & Fozia
Ahmed, Muktar & Fahmina
Hussain
Ahmed, Muneef & Rania Schwiel
Ahmed, Naseer & Amina
Ahmed, Raheel & Sarwat
Ahmed, Razi & Farah
Ahmed, Yasser M & Alaa AlNajar
Ahmed-Yahia, Faisal
Aichoune, Mehdi & Sawsan
Aladdin, Azmi Yousif & Reem
Alamy, Ayman & Hala
AliDebbeh, Khalid
AliDebbeh, Nafez
Alghazzi, Fahd & Alaa Nasif
Ali, Abdul Bari
Ali, Ahmad & Fatima Ajaz
Ali, Arshad
Ali, Mohamad F. & Khadijah
Ali, Shaukhat M. & Khadijah
Ali, Syed Arshad & Dr. Rubina
Qamar
Ali, Syed Saad Asif & Fakeha
Malik
ALJagheer, Eahraq
Aljalous, Mohammad I. & Ibtsam
Allaqaband, Suhail & Masarat
Almughrahi, Eyad
Alqadi, Jalal & Amy
AllRamahi, Hassan
AllRamahi, Salam & Ghada
Arefai, Ali
Altafat, Zaid & Rana Alhourane
Aman, Saleem & Sadi
Amin, Tariq
Amro, Jamal & Amal
Arain, Rizwanullah & Rafat
Arshad, Maqbool & Naheed
Asad, Iyad
Asad, Mjde Abdallah & Rayya
Asfra, Iqbal
Asmar, Abdelqader & Khawla
Asmar, Jameela
Asaad, Raed K.
Asaad, Rajeh K.
Athar, Zariha
Atshan, Munir
Atta, Ihsan M.
Atta, Othman & Ahlam
Attid, Sudheer Puthenkattil
Awadallah, Bellal & Buthaina
Ayesh, Muhammad & Sandy
Awad
Ayoub, Mohamed & Dr. Huda
Akkaff
Azam, Saad Farooq & Ayesha Akbar
Azzab, Abdel Khalek & Tahany
Azzam, Ahmed
Baber, Aqsa
Badwan, Marwan & Majdulin
Badwan, Murad & Nisreen
Badwan, Suoud.
Baihou, Suleiman
Bajwa, Tanvir & Samir Sadiq
Banday, Wamiq & Masarat Allaqaband
Banks, Claire
Barasneh, Omar & Alice Ann
Beg, Dr. Nabeel M.
Bekheit, Adel & Dalia Shahwan
Bepar, Abdul Bashid & Zaria Athar
Bhatti, Abid & Rukhsandra & Sidra
Bhiman, Baadur Ali
Bhiman, Faisel B.
Bhiman, Karim Shazia
Bhiman, Mohammad & Ambreen
Bhiman, Zeeshan
Bleibel, Muhammad
Boti, Ossama
Boussoufi, Mohamed
Chaudhry, Ikram & Shirin
Chebbi, Mohamed & Doris
Chems, Houssem
Chowdhury, Abdur & Shaheen
Chughtai, Dr. Shahid & Abida
Dabahra, Youcef & Dalal Ahmad
Dahch, Ibrahim & Nasreen
Dalvi, Anju & Shaha
Demirbilek, Ahmet & Fatma
Dessouki, Ahmed
Dhamee, Mohaomed Saeed & Margaret
Dissi, Hani
Djelmaani, Hani, Mohammad & Bia
Eina, Abd Razik
El Bakkali, Zakaria
Elewa, Abdel Fatah & Hamdiyah
Elewa, Tarek & Radwa
Elghannam, Hesham & Sabine
Abouti, Fath
Elkadri, Abdul & Jana
Elahi, Nadeem & Adeela
ElMeanawy, Dr. Ashraf & Melissa
Elorlqine, Mohammad & Ola
Mobasher
Elqaq, Nour & Layan & Nadeen
Elqaq, Wafa & Sahar
ElSheikh, Mohamed
Farag, Sadiq & Omibrahim
Farred, Dr. Mohammad N. & Aliya
Farhoud, Inshirah
Farhoud, Khaled
Farooqoi, Muhammad & Hira
Chughtai
Faseehuddin, Mohammed
Fattah, Ibrahim
Fattah, Nasir
Hadziosmanovic, Sena
Hafeez, Dr. Abdul & Samina
Hamad, Mohammad & Heather
Hamadeh, Mohammad Ali & Rabaa
El-Kadri
Hamdo, Hossam & Azza
Hamdani, Amin & Najwa
Hamdan, Bilal & Usnije
Hamdan, Mohammad Kazim
Hamdan, Mueen
Hamdan, Saleh.
Hamdan, Safin
Hamdan, Yousef & Sana
Hamdan, Ziad & Sabah
Hamed, Abdelhafeth
Hamed, Joudah & Mal
Hamed, Raed & Lina
Hamed, Suhail & Vuroj Ansari
Hamid, Faraz
Hamid, Imad
We ask Allah (SWT) to bless and reward all of our donors and their families. With your financial support, we are able to operate three Masajid that serve thousands of people each week. May Allah multiply your rewards during this blessed month! Ameen.
WE MAKE YOUR SMART KID EVEN SMARTER

Give your child an academic advantage in school and beyond!

Kumon helps your child become a better learner:

- The proven Kumon Method helps children ages 3 through high school advance their math and reading skills.
- Many of our students are studying above grade level.
- For over 50 years, Kumon has benefited millions of kids around the world.

SCHEDULE A PARENT ORIENTATION TODAY!

Kumon Math & Reading Centers

BROOKFIELD • 262-794-0951
2205 N. Calhoun Rd., Brookfield, WI 53005

FRANKLIN - WEST • 414-858-9911
6560 S. Lovars Lane Rd., Franklin, WI 53132

GLENDALE • 414-967-1018
6004 N. Port Washington Rd., Glendale, WI 53217

MENOMINEE FALLS • 262-255-4883
N79 W14882 Appleton Ave., Menomonee Falls, WI 53051

MEQUON • 262-241-5100
1402 W. Mequon Rd., Mequon, WI 53097

NEW BERLIN • 262-794-0511
15&45 W. Howard Ave., New Berlin, WI 53115

KUMON.COM

OAK CREEK • 414-216-0013
8617 S. Howell Ave., Oak Creek, WI 53154

WAUKATOSA • 414-727-4499
11520 W. North Ave., Wauwatosa, WI 53226

WAUKESHA • 262-264-0826
1840 Meadow Ln., Ste. A, Pewaukee, WI 53072

ISM TODAY
An early Eid Prayer will be held at ISM Main, ISM Brookfield and ISM University Center. This prayer will begin at 7:30am sharp!

The city-wide Community Eid Prayer will be held at 400 W. Kilbourn Avenue at 10:30am sharp! Free street parking available for those who arrive early!

**Please bring your own prayer rugs**

A room has been reserved for those families with special needs.
Let the Award-Winning Crowne Plaza Milwaukee West make your dream celebration a reality. Centrally located in Wauwatosa, our made-from-scratch kitchen, on-site catering experts and unparalleled service have been making dreams come true since opening in 2008.

- Exclusive Venue for up to 300 Guests
- Event Day Coordinator for your special details
- ISM exclusive discounts available to meet your budget
- Award-Winning Full Service hotel with Upscale Amenities

Crowne Plaza
MILWAUKEE WEST

Rassem Kaloti
rkaloti@fhginc.com
262-893-2200

Victoria Albanese
valbanese@fhginc.com
414-389-8570
On Saturday May 20, 2017, the ISM hosted its annual high school graduation program. The program celebrates all high school graduates in our community. The students and their families attended a short program that highlighted the graduates, the high school they graduated from and their future plans. Graduates were also given the opportunity to deliver a short talk. A dinner followed the program. We congratulate all of our graduates and wish them well in their educational pursuits.

Pictured Above (right to left):
Top row: Lauren Shalaby, Loubna Diab, Fatima (Jameela) Yusuf, Yasmeen Atta, Sundus Ewis, Ghadir Assad, Nada Manasrah
Middle Row: Minnat-allah Ahmad, Mahbuba Amer, Haneen Saed, Eman Kayed, Nadeen Elqaq, Sumaieh Jaber, Batoul Jaber
Lower row: Haroon Shaik, Adel Sarsour, Marwan Jaber, Mahmoud Jaber
Recent Programs at the ISM

In the few months prior to Ramadan, the ISM held a variety of programs at its main facility. The following pages document some of these programs.

Muslim Immigration Ban: Facts & Realities

In response to the proposed immigration ban being promoted by some members of government, the ISM held a program to help the community gain a better understanding of their rights. The panel included our community members, Attorneys Munjed Ahmad and Ahmad Quereshi. Other speakers included an ACLU Representative, Emilio De Torre and Attorney Kevin Layde.

History of Islam in America

Guest speaker, Usadth Ubaydullah Evans, visited ISM and spoke to the community about the history of Islam in America. Usadth Ubaydullah Evans, said to be the first African-American to graduate from Azhar University in Cairo, spoke about the large number of Muslims who were brought to the United States on slave ships. Many of these “slaves” were highly literate individuals and even scholars. Br. Evans also spoke about Elijah Muhammad and the formation of the Nation of Islam. He discussed the important impact the Nation of Islam had on the African American Community and how many renown African Americans, such as the late boxer Muhammad Ali, came to mainstream Islam through the Nation of Islam. Br. Evans also discussed some current issues and concerns facing Muslims,
Meet Our Community’s Huffath

The Muslim community of Milwaukee was blessed to be in the presence of many of our community’s Huffath (those who memorize the entire Qur’an). The Huffath included young boys and young girls, men and women, and individuals from many backgrounds. Over 30 huffath were invited to share their insight and inspire the members of our community to recite and memorize the Quran. They spoke to the community about the very different journeys they went through while memorizing the Quran. We learned about the challenges they faced during their time of memorization as well as the role of their families.

The audience was told how long it took each of them to memorize the entire Qur'an, how old they were when they completed memorization and what was their primary motivation. All members of the audience were inspired to strengthen their com-

Addressing Misconceptions About the Quran

Sheikh Ziad and Dr. Zulfiqar Shah spoke to our community about false allegations that are made against Islam. They answered questions such as “Does the Quran encourage Muslims to kill or humiliate non-Muslims?”, “Does the Quran allow domestic violence?” and “Does the Quran contradict itself due to the concept of abrogation?”
Unmatched services to perform Hajj for year 1438AH (2017 AD) Based on Honesty & Integrity: Deluxe packages, Luxury Hotels, Quality Services, Modern Buses, Variety of Tours And, for this Year... We are glad to offer you our Unique Program (Al-Madinah First)

Noor
for Hajj and Umra
Distinctive Hajj Package

5 star Hotels next to Haram before and during all the Hajj days. No Azizia No hassle.

From 1 Zulhijjah to 5 Zulhijjah:

- Flying directly from Chicago then Amman to Madinah and heading for Aramas Madina (5 stars).
- Open Buffet Breakfast and Dinner in the Hotel’s Restaurant.
- Visits and tours (Ziyarah) to Holy sites and Historical sites in Madinah along with seminars. Delivery of luggage preparing for heading to Mecca.
- Departure on 5 Zulhijjah to Mecca by Private air-conditioned buses
- Preparation of Umrah and passing by “Aabar Ali”.

From 5 Zulhijjah to 14 Zulhijjah:

Swiss Hotel ★★★★★

- Arriving at Mecca/ Swiss Hotel (5 Stars Next To “Al Haram”).
- Check in Hotel rooms and gathering at a specific time to perform the Rituals of Umra. There will be seminars about performing the Ritual of hajj during the stay.
- Open Buffet Breakfast and Dinner in the Hotel’s Restaurant.

“AL-Ihram” at the hotel on 9 Dhul Hijjah (Arafah day) along with extra services & Upgraded AC Tents. Arriving at “Muzdalifah” and stay overnight then coming back to Mina at the morning of Eid for decomposition of Ihram (Shaving or clipping of hair- Sacrifice (Qurbani)- Jamarat Alkubrah- Tawaf Al-Ifadah.
- Staying at Swiss Hotel during the entire period of Hajj, also preserving luggage inside rooms. Heading to Mina during “AL-Tashreeq Days” for completing the staying overnight condition Few Hours then back to our Hotel.
- Leaving Mecca and coming back home on 14 Dhul Hijjaht.

We deal & Cooperate with one of the most reputable and trustworthy companies for Hajj & Umra in Mecca & AL-Madinah
We also have different programs in different dates, for inquiries please call us

Price of Distinctive Hajj $ 9,989

USA : Milwaukee Office

Imad Sarsour
414-305-5589
bireh@sbcglobal.net

Triple $10,989| Double $13,500

UAO Check and Zabila are not included ($295+$150)
It is important for all organizations, especially not-for-profit organizations, to be transparent about their finances and to communicate this information to their donors. This is especially important for Muslim organizations, since Muslim organizations are often the target of Islamophobes.

The ISM has its financial records audited every year by a certified auditor. Alhamdulillah, the auditors have always determined that our financial records are accurate, that all legal and financial documents are in order, that our financial procedures and decision-making criteria meet established accounting, professional and legal standards, and that our organization has not had any financial problems of any kind. The auditors have helped us improve our financial systems and operating procedures.

The ISM reports its financial activities to its members at its annual general assembly meeting. At this meeting, the ISM presents a detailed financial report for its members. The ISM is the only Muslim organization in Milwaukee to do so.

For those who may not be familiar with the finances of the ISM, I have prepared the following information about the ISM and some of its funds.

The General Fund: The ISM funds its operations, activities and programs through direct, unrestricted donations to the General Fund of the ISM. During the last calendar year, the ISM collected a total of $978,576.71 in pledges and donations. Out of its general fund, the ISM covered the running expenses of all of its Masajid, including all programs and activities (other than Salam School. (Salam School has its own budget and obtains its income from tuition payments).

The Assistance Fund: The second main fund at the organization is the Assistance Fund. On a regular basis, deserving individuals come to ISM office seeking financial assistance. Refugees, new immigrant families and many poor Muslim families have been relocating closer to the main ISM facility on South 13th Street. As a result, the demand of this fund has substantially increased in the last few years. The ISM also provides assistance to local Muslim and other organizations with whom we have good relations. We cover the expenses of the food pantry project at the Da’wa Center that provides food to thousands of needy families; we have provided regular assistance to Masjid Mubarak that serves the Rohingya Muslim community; we regularly support the Sheboygan Masjid, that is being attended by more Muslim refugees that have been placed in that area by refugee resettlement agencies; we conduct dawah and outreach programs that reach thousands of people, explaining Islamic beliefs and practices and combatting misinformation and hate; we are members of various interfaith organizations, and we support various community projects and programs. Most of the funds for the assistance fund comes from those who donate to the ISM and designate it as “Zakat” or “Sadaqa”. If we run short, we use our general funds. Last year alone, the ISM collected and distributed a total of $321,031.70 out of this fund.

The Real Estate Fund: As part of its long term plan and vision to obtain income generating properties to support the finances of the organization, the ISM has been acquiring properties that have multiple purposes. Some of these income generating properties are rented to commercial tenants, with the income reserved or used for the purpose of ISM maintenance and facility expansion. For example, the ISM was able to construct ISM Brookfield at a cost of $2,400,000 plus cost of the land. To ease the parking issue at ISM Main, the ISM was able to acquire land from the State of Wisconsin and construct a large parking lot as well as a second entry and exit point for the Masjid on Layton Avenue. This project cost the ISM $700,000.

Future projects: Partnering with Salam School, which is looking for a new building so that it can separate its middle and high school into two campuses, the ISM wants to construct a Youth and Community Center for the entire community. Although this project is in the planning stage, it is an obligation upon all of us to invest in our youth. They are the future of our community they are the future of Islam in America.

Nabil Salous, ISM treasurer

The three Masajid owned and operated by the ISM were made possible by your generous donations.
Sign of a golden opportunity.

At CENTURY 21 Affiliated - 2031 E. Rawson Ave., Suite 100 you will find local real estate professionals that can help you turn your dreams into reality.

Let a CENTURY 21® Agent show you the way. We’re your dream home consultant. Your internet-listing guru. And your sign it will be sold.

Emmad Jamaleddin
CENTURY 21 Affiliated
(414) 377-1832 (Cell)
(414) 764-3201 (Office)
License #: 83500-94

CENTURY 21® is a trademark licensed to Century 21 Real Estate LLC. An Equal Opportunity Company. Equal Housing Opportunity. Each office is independently owned and operated.
ISM Appreciates Your Support

Ever since the presidential elections last November, the ISM has seen an increase in calls, letters and emails in support of the Muslim community.

The ISM would like to thank the community for the extraordinary kindness that was and continues to be expressed to us.

Although these continue to be uncertain times, the outpouring of love, acceptance, and understanding shown by our fellow Americans has encouraged us to remain steadfast in our collective struggle against injustice and bigotry.

We appreciate every phone call, email, letter, Facebook messages, encounter and visit.

On this page are photos of some of the beautiful flowers left by our beautiful Milwaukee neighbors. One note states “these flowers are sent as an expression of love and peace. You, as well as all Muslims will be kept in my thoughts and prayers. Be safe.”

The following are an example of the messages the ISM receives via mail or email.

“On behalf of my family, I wish to express our love, goodwill, and support to our local Islamic Community. We are horrified, heartbroken, and ashamed by many of the things happening in our country. — Eric

“I am heartsick by the way your religion continues to be denigrated. Please know that many of us see you for the peace-loving, positive members of our community that you are.” — Amy

“You are welcome here!!! We will get through this together. Have faith.” — Pat

“I hope all is well with you and your members. In light of recent events occurring in our country, I wanted to send a message of love and my support to your organization and members. God is love.” — Kayla

“I am deeply troubled by what is going on in this country right now. I stand with you all here in Milwaukee.” — Anna

THE IMPORTANCE OF OUTREACH

Welcome to our Mosque!

An important function performed by the ISM is outreach/dawah to our community. Each year, the ISM welcomes thousands of visitors to our Masajid.

One of our most attended events is the two day “open house” which is part of the city-wide “Doors Open Milwaukee” event. This year, the event will take place on September 23 and 24. Our main facility at 4707 S. 13th Street will be open to the public on both days from 10:00am-5:00pm.

The ISM also schedules regular visits by schools, church groups and other professional, civic, educational and cultural groups.
Why Go Solar?

Solar energy is a long-term and environmentally conscious investment. Caring for Earth — our common home — is an Islamic duty. Solar as a clean renewable energy is an exciting and visible way to practice our faith, engage and inspire the youth, and educate the community as well as enhance local jobs and economy.

The Faith and Solar Initiative in Wisconsin is an interfaith solar peer learning based on the unifying power of solar energy. It explores opportunities and community-wide support for solar installations at congregations of environmental justice, low-income and minority populations in Wisconsin.

The Power of Choice. You are going to spend money for the electricity you consume one way or another. You can choose to invest that money in clean renewable solar energy.

Care for Earth – Our Common Home: Solar energy does not produce harmful emissions that contribute to air and water pollution.

Positive Influence. Clean, renewable energy is the future. Help lead the way and set an example in your neighborhood and community.

Longevity. Solar energy systems are built to last, so your investment will keep paying dividends for decades.

Financial Incentives: There are currently some incentives through Focus on Energy and financial models to explore.

Drop in Price of Solar: The cost of solar has decreased significantly. The group buy model reduces the cost too.

Support Local Jobs: The number of solar jobs and trainings in Wisconsin is increasing. By creating more demand you are helping support Wisconsin jobs in solar manufacturing, installation, sales and distribution.

Multiply your Impact. For each solar system installed through the Faith and Solar program, a contribution might be made to support solar installation at a house of worship / congregation in Wisconsin.

Wisconsin Green Muslims, a volunteer environmental justice group formed in 2005, intends to educate its members, the Muslim community and the general public about the Islamic environmental justice teachings, to apply these teachings in daily life and to form coalitions with others working toward a just, healthy, peaceful and sustainable future.

** Celebrating 12 Years ... Connecting Faith, Environmental Justice and Sustainability through Education and Service **

Contact information: info@WisconsinGreenMuslims.org / 1845 N Farwell Ave, Suite 100, Milwaukee, WI 53202

https://WisconsinGreenMuslims.org / Facebook / Twitter: @WIgreenMuslims

---

** Green Tip **

- Use sunlight to brighten the indoors.
- Switch on solar energy!
- Explore the Solar Group Buy Model
- Learn about the clean renewable solar power for your home or facility.

** How solar energy can bring people of faith together to care for Earth — our common home — and save money to reinvest in their missions. **

https://WisconsinGreenMuslims.org/FaithSolar/

Contact: info@WisconsinGreenMuslims.org / Text: 262-365-4532

Wisconsin Green Muslims

Facebook and Twitter: @WIgreenMuslims
The ISM has a wide variety of activities and programs. The largest program operated by the ISM is Salam School. Salam School is a nationally certified K-12 school with over 760 students. We have one of the largest Islamic schools in the nation.

This year is the 25th anniversary of Salam School and the school is planning a series of special events and programs.

Insha’Allah, in the next addition of ISM Today newsletter, we will be featuring a special section about Salam School and Salam School alumni. We will also include information about the 2017 Salam High school graduates.

If you are a Salam School alumni (8th grade or high school), we would love to hear from you and know what you are currently doing.

You can send your information to ismoffice@ismonline.org. If you have any historical information, documents or photos you would be willing to share, please email us or visit us at the ISM Office!

---

**Reverts & Family Iftar**

**Wednesday, June 21st, 2017**

**Starts at 8:35pm**

**ISM Community Center**

815 W. Layton Ave

**A Great opportunity for the families of revert to meet our Muslim Community!**

_Must RSVP by contacting the ISM Office at ismoffice@ismonline.org, Sh. Ziad Hamdan at 414-405-2564, or Sr. Sawsan at 414-416-1800._
أسلام عليكم ورحمة الله وبركاته

Assalamu Aleikum Brothers and Sisters,

Midwest Senior Select, Inc. is an independent insurance agency that has provided insurance services to the Muslim community for over 20 years. We understand the insurance needs of our Muslim brothers and sisters, and take great pride in providing an array of valued insurance services to the community.

We seek to inform our clients about the rapidly changing health insurance environment, taking as much time as necessary to put all our clients at ease about their options and choices. At Midwest Senior Select, Inc., we work to develop relationships ... Not just sales. We listen to your concerns and needs. We cordially appreciate the opportunity to share our message with you.

11518 N. Port Washington Road, Suite 4. Mequon, WI 53092
Visit our Web site: http://www.mwselect.com/
President: Naji Abu-Lughod

At Midwest Senior Select, Inc., we understand how the task of choosing the right insurance product(s) can be confusing, and at times frustrating. Our Agency offers a full range of innovative insurance products from leading and competitive insurance companies, including:

- Medicare Supplement Insurance Plans
- Medicare Advantage Plans
- Medicare Part D (Rx Plans)
- Long Term Care
- Dental Insurance
- Individual or Group Health Coverage
- Disability insurance
- Temporary Health Insurance
- International Travel Insurance
- Final Expense Life Insurance
- Life Insurance (Term, Whole Life & Universal) Plans & Annuities